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ABSTRACT
In this paper we address the question: what causes formerly
active Wikipedians to stop contributing? Seen from a different angle, we estimate characteristics of users, pages, or
the whole system that increase or decrease the probability of dropout. We propose a general statistical method
with which hypothetical causes of dropout can be tested.
With this method it can be analyzed whether the emerging
structures in Wikipedia function as incentives preventing
Wikipedians to stop contributing. Applying this method
to a selection of active users reveals, among others, that
participation in discussion pages, as well as editing controversial pages, increases the dropout hazard, whereas editing
general content pages has an attenuating effect on dropout.
Although our method is solely illustrated on Wikipedia, it
can be easily applied to other Web 2.0 applications.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

As any Web 2.0 application, Wikipedia needs, in order to
grow and improve, a large number of motivated contributers.
Given this fact, it is crucial and insightful for Web 2.0 researchers to learn about the causes to contribute and, as the
other side of the coin, learn about the causes to stop contributing. Here we are interested in emerging mechanisms
in Wikipedia that either motivate and reward contributors
or frustrate users making them to leave as Wikipedians. Although these mechanisms can have an implicit nature (i. e.,
have not been designed as systematic feedback systems that
aim at rewarding contributors [12]), increased knowledge in
their functioning could be a first step in helping system designers and administrators to sustain enthusiastic users. In
this paper, we focus on active users (i. e., users who performed a certain minimum number of contributions) and attempt to find factors that influence the probability whether
such a user survives as a Wikipedian (i. e., continues to contribute) or dies as a Wikipedian (i. e., not contributes anymore). The restriction to active users is mostly due to staCopyright is held by the author/owner(s).
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tistical reasons (for inactive users we do not have sufficient
data) but, arguably, the active users are also the more interesting ones.
Causes for dropout can be manifold and we distinguish
between factors that are exogenous and factors that are endogenous to Wikipedia. Exogenous factors include demographic variables such as age, gender, education level, marriage status, profession, or occupation as well as external
events such as getting a new job or getting children. Endogenous factors include everything that can be determined
from the history of Wikipedia, i. e., information about edits,
discussion, elections for administrator status, featured article voting, user blocking, page blocking and so on. While
many exogenous factors may strongly influence the decision
to not contribute anymore (in some cases, simply for the
reason that the user does no longer have time to spend days
or nights editing Wikipedia), we do not use them in this
paper. The major reason for this decision is that we are attempting to uncover which features that are endogenous to
the system function as incentives for sustained contribution
and, vice versa, which endogenous features trigger dropout
of Wikipedians. Such information can (to some degree) be
used to design and shape Web 2.0 applications in order to
enhance motivation of contributors.
Since we do not use exogenous factors—although they
might influence the dropout probability—it seems to be obvious that there will be cases of dropout that are not well described by our model. We emphasize that we do not attempt
to maximize the precision of predicting dropouts; rather,
the goal of our analysis is to test statistically whether specific endogenous factors do, yes or no, increase or decrease
the probability of leaving Wikipedia—thereby getting a better understanding which emerging and often implicit mechanisms contribute to sustain users. Such results are very
useful because designers or administrators of Web 2.0 applications might use them to mitigate causes for dropout or
add features that decrease dropout probability—even if the
empirical time-to-dropout data contains unexplained variance due to exogenous factors. An additional consequence
of our approach is that we are able to better understand the
social collaboration process in Wikipedia by detecting characteristics that distinguish high-quality collaboration from
low-quality collaboration; while an obvious quality dimension would be the quality of the encyclopedic entries, we
claim that keeping contributors motivated is another very

important aspect of quality of the system (also see Sect.2.1).
Even if we do not use exogenous predictors for dropout in
this paper, we emphasize that the general statistical method
presented in Sect. 3 is applicable to all kinds of predictors,
independent on whether they stem from log-data, demographic data, or questionnaire-based surveys.
In Sect. 2 we put the topic of this paper into the context
of a broader research project, provide background on statistical methods for lifetime analysis, and review related work
on Wikipedia research. Section 3 presents our statistical
framework to model dropouts from Wikipedia. In Sect. 4
we report on the results of an empirical analysis using this
model and Sect. 5 indicates future work.

2.
2.1

BACKGROUND
Dropout Hazard as a Proxy for Quality

The long-term goal of this project is to gain insight into
the social collaboration process in community forms of organizations (in contrast to formal or hierarchical organizations) that rise at the Internet and that we refer to as
webbased information communities (WebICs). “WebICs are
defined as work systems facilitated by the Internet infrastructure and composed of voluntary actors that attempt to
produce a product or service such as software or encyclopedic information [2].” WebICs are organized in an informal
way and are governed and coordinated by flows and linkages
between actors [11]. Based on existing knowledge in the field
of organization studies we argue that one of the success factors of WebICs is this implicit and emergent governance and
coordination structure. However, since WebICs are not successful by definition, our research attempts to find out the
characteristics of high-quality and low-quality collaboration
structures.
Quality of Wikipedia most often refers to the quality of its
encyclopedic entries: For instance it has been suggested that
various forms of vandalism are indicators of (low) quality of
articles [18]. Others have applied self-assessment criteria
developed in Wikipedia, such as distinctions between excellent featured pages and worth-reading featured pages [15], or
featured versus controversial pages [2]. Another way to assess the quality of articles is to present a number of selected
Wikipedia entries to scientific experts [6].
However, quality of Wikipedia does not only mean quality of its encyclopedic articles; instead we argue that the
dropout hazard of Wikipedians can also function as a proxy
for quality of the system or certain parts of it (needless to
say that a high dropout hazard is interpreted as pointing to
low quality). This approach is based on the observation that:
“Wikipedia operates from the presumption that any individual’s knowledge is by definition incomplete and that ongoing
revisions enabled by mass collaboration tools and involving a
large group of eyeballs will produce a reliable yet continually
evolving knowledge repository [5, p.361].” As a consequence,
the ability of Wikipedia to prevent turnover and motivate
Wikipedians to continue to contribute can be understood
as a quality indicator of its governance and coordination
structure. Turnover in formal, hierarchical organizations is
associated with the loss of human capital and thus the loss
of hiring and training investments [14]. Turnover in the context of Wikipedia can be associated with the loss of work
force, their skills and knowledge and consequently, the decrease of production of encyclopedic knowledge. While for-

mal, hierarchical organizations can manage employee commitment through, among others, economic incentives, formal training, contracts, and formal supervision procedures,
Wikipedia can only rely on non-economic incentives to sustain contributors commitment [12]. Hence, if Wikipedia is
able to preserve large numbers of highly contributing users,
it is likely to produce higher outcome quality than if it lacks
the ability to motivate contributors.

2.2

Statistical Methods for Lifetime Analysis

Lifetime analysis (also referred to as time-to-event analysis, failure analysis, or survival analysis) is an area of statistics that is concerned with modeling the elapsed time until a specific event happens; a general reference is given by
Lawless [9]. Using a customary vocabulary, lifetime analysis
models the time until a certain object dies, where death is
sometimes meant in a metaphorical way. Lifetime analysis is
frequently used in medicine, engineering, social science, and
political science, among others. For instance, in medicine
researchers are interested in how long a patient suffering a
certain illness survives; engineers might be concerned with
how long it takes until a manufactured item (e. g., a computer) breaks down. In this paper we are interested in the
dropout of Wikipedians, i. e., in the events in which formerly
active Wikipedia users stop contributing.
Besides estimating the actual survival times, another goal
of lifetime analysis is to discover factors that increase or
decrease the probability to die. Returning to the above examples, a specific pharmaceutical treatment may or may not
empirically increase the survival time of patients; the lifetime of a computer may be dependent on the specific machine that manufactured it (potentially pointing to faults
of machines). As already mentioned, we are attempting to
uncover the reasons for dropout in Wikipedia, i. e., which
factors increase or decrease the probability of dropout.
Lifetime analysis is often confronted with specific properties of the data that require special care. In many cases
(and also in our case) lifetime analysis is faced with so-called
right-censoring, meaning that some of the selected instances
have not died at the time of data collection. Ignoring these
survivors would introduce a serious bias into the analysis
(intuitively, it would be hard to learn about the causes of
survival, if surviving instances were discarded). Instead our
model has to deal with the fact that for one part of the
instances (namely those that died, later in this paper referred to as dropouts) we know the time when the individual
died and for the other part of instances (later in this paper
referred to as survivors) we only know that they survived
beyond a certain point in time. See Sects. 3.3 and 3.5 how
these instances are treated differently. Another issue to take
care of is the definition of when a specific individual enters
the risk set (i. e., the set of individuals that have a non-zero
probability to die). We note first that in our case individuals (i. e., contributors of Wikipedia) enter the risk set at
different time points, namely at the time of their first edit.
However, since we restricted our analysis to active users (see
Sect. 3.2 for a definition of an active user) we introduced a
further bias: by discarding inactive users the probability of
reaching the active state is artificially set to one (if a user
died before, it would not be in our set of instances). Section 3.5 shows how to correct for this bias. Nevertheless, we
stress that even with this correction it would not be valid
to generalize findings to inactive users: those that dropout

quickly might do so for totally different reasons than those
that reach the active state.

2.3

Further Related Work

Wikipedia—besides being a popular Web page—has become a popular case in academic research. Several papers
visualize certain aspects of the history of Wikipedia pages,
i. e., the development of their content over time. The history flow visualization [18, 19] shows how sentences persist
over time or get deleted at later revisions. Other researchers
constructed and visualized networks encoding how users interact with the edits of others, e. g., [8, 16, 3, 2]. The revision
history of Wikipedia articles has been further used to distinguish the edit behavior of different user groups [7], to define
reputation or Wikipedians [1], to estimate the impact of vandalism [13], and to identify controversial articles [20]. We are
not aware of any work that quantitatively analyzes causes
for dropout of Wikipedians, which is the topic of the current paper. However, Lento et al. [10] examined causes for
continued participation in the Wallop Weblogging system;
a difference to their approach is that our method takes the
effects of time-varying explanatory variables into account.

3.
3.1

METHOD
Data

The selection of instances and the extraction of the explanatory variables is mostly based on the so called stub
files from the latest available database dump of the English
Wikipedia (see http://download.wikimedia.org). These
stub files contain metadata (most notable page title, username, and timestamp) of every revision on every page (including talk pages etc.) since the launch of Wikipedia. The
dump that we used for this paper has been started on October 8th, 2008. Although the file contains edits with later
timestamps, we ignore these and take October 8th, 2008 as
the day of data collection. The uncompressed XML-file has
a size of 66 gigabytes. Although this is quite large, it is
nevertheless manageable since the needed information can
be extracted in a sequential manner.
Besides the history stub file, the content of two additional
Wikipedia pages have been used: The list of users on the
page Wikipedia:Missing Wikipedians is helpful for selecting dropout instances (see Sect. 3.2 for details) and the page
Wikipedia:List of controversial issues is used for the
computation of one of the explanatory variables (see Sect. 3.4
for details).

3.2

Selection of Instances

As already noted in the introduction, we restrict our analysis to active users which are defined as users that performed
a given minimum number of edits. These active users are
later partitioned into dropouts (those who are known to have
stopped contributing at a certain moment) and survivors
(those who are known to continue editing beyond the time of
data collection). We note that some active users fall between
these two categories, i. e., for those users we do not have sufficient information to decide whether they are dropouts or
survivors; those users are discarded.
More precisely, the dropouts are (a subset of) users listed
on the page Wikipedia:Missing Wikipedians. This page
has been mentioned in The Economist in an article about
Wikipedia stating that “It serves as a reminder that frus-

tration at having work removed prompts many people to
abandon the project [4].” The first lines of the missing
Wikipedian page already give an intuitive definition of what
is a missing Wikipedian:
This is a list of Wikipedians who are no longer an
integral part of the community. [. . . ] Wikipedians who no longer edit due to confirmed death
should instead be added to Wikipedia:Deceased
Wikipedians.
[. . . ]
Please do not add people to this list who were
never an integral part of the community. Don’t
add users with fewer than about 1,000 edits. Do
not add people unless you are certain they have
left, do not add anonymous users identified by
their IP address (they could have created an account and still be contributing, or they might
have a roaming IP address) and do not add yourself.
To make things precise we define (motivated by the above
quotation) an active Wikipedian to be a logged-in user (in
contrast to anonymous users identified by IP addresses) who
is not a robot (i. e., not a software program that performs
routine tasks) and who has performed at least 1,000 edits.
From the database dump we derive that slightly more than
19,000 users qualify as active Wikipedians.

Dropout instances. To define the set of dropouts we start
with all users listed on Wikipedia:Missing Wikipedians,
yielding 501 users. From this set we deleted all those that
made fewer than 1,000 edits, leaving us with 465 users. In
order to not just trust the editors of the missing Wikipedian
page we further delete all those that edited on or later than
September 1st, 2008 (a bit more than one month before data
collection). This gives us our final set of dropouts containing
413 users.

Survivor instances. For the survivors we start with the active Wikipedians, delete all those that are listed on the page
of missing Wikipedians, and further delete all those that
performed less than 30 edits in the time from July 1st, 2008
until the day of data collection. With the last step we want
to exclude Wikipedians that do not qualify as dropouts but
that are nevertheless not very active anymore; these users
are simply harder to interpret. However, we suggest that
formerly active Wikipedias that have not been listed on the
page of missing Wikipedians (the un-missed dropouts) are
an interesting population for future research. Altogether,
the set of survivors contains 10, 454 users.

3.2.1

Notes on the Selection of Instances

We have chosen to select dropouts via the list of missing
Wikipedians since this gives us some confidence that those
users have indeed decided to stop participating, rather than
just taking a break. However, it should be noted that this
selection strategy implies that, strictly spoken, we estimate
the causes for ending up on the page of missing Wikipedians,
rather than the causes for dropout. Since only Wikipedians
that are (well) known to at least one other user are put on
this page, this selection procedure could introduce a bias in
the analysis. We will analyze in future work the pros and

cons of alternative ways to divide active users into dropouts
and survivors.

3.3

Statistical Model for Time-to-Dropout

While the procedure to select dropouts and survivors from
Sect. 3.2 reflects a particular choice—giving emphasis to
users that are recognized as missing by others—the model
that is presented now is independent on the particular selection strategy and is (with a slight adaption in notation)
also not restricted to Wikipedia.

3.3.1

Notation

Let U = {u1 , . . . , un } denote the selected users, where for
an n0 between one and n the set D = {u1 , . . . , un0 } ⊆ U
contains exactly the dropouts. Let u ∈ U be any selected
Wikipedian. The random variable encoding u’s dropout
(drop)
(drop)
time is denoted by Tu
. The actual value of Tu
is
only observed if u ∈ D; in this case the observed dropout
(drop)
time of u is denoted by tu
. Each user potentially starts
(i. e., makes her first edit) at a different time point, denoted
(start)
by tu
. By definition, selected users have performed at
least a thousand edits; the time when u performed her thou(1000)
sandth edit is denoted by tu
. Finally, the time point of
data collection (i. e., October 8th, 2008) is denoted by t(end) ;
it is equal for all users.
Turning to the explanatory variables, for a time point t
let Wt denote the history of Wikipedia up to time t, i. e.,
information about every edit, discussion, voting, blocking
(and so on) that took place on or before t. Later we let the
risk of dropout at time t depend on Wt —more precisely, on
particular statistics computed from Wt , see Sect. 3.4—and
on nothing else. With W = Wt(end) we denote the history
at the time of data collection, i. e., the entire data that we
use to compute explanatory variables.

3.3.2

Survival, Hazard, and Probability Density

The methodology outlined in this section is not restricted
to model dropouts; it is rather standard methodology for
lifetime analysis in general, see [9].
As before, let u ∈ U be any selected Wikipedian. The
function
“
”
(drop)
P r t ≤ Tu
< t + ∆t
(1)
fu (t) = lim
∆t→0
∆t
is the probability density for u’s dropout time being equal
(start)
to t; fu is defined on the real interval [tu
, ∞[.
At a first glance it seems that we could use fu to test hypothetical causes of dropout by specifying fu as parametrically
dependent on covariates (encoding the potential causes) and
testing whether those covariates show the predicted effect:
covariates that empirically increase fu (i. e., the risk to drop
out) would then be interpreted as causes of dropout. However, this approach would not take into account an intrinsic
dependency in lifetime data: an instance that dies at time t
must necessarily survive up to this time point. To illustrate
this on a simple example, assume that we were modeling
the lifetime of humans. It is plausible that only a small percentage of people dies at the age of 100 years. However it
would be wrong to conclude that people in their hundredth
year are at a low risk of dying; the low percentage is rather
due to the fact that very few people ever survive up to their
hundredth year.

Returning to the case of Wikipedians but keeping the
above example in mind, we see that we should rather model
the conditional probability of users dropping out at time
t, under the precondition that they survived up to t. This
conditional probability density
“
”
˛
(drop)
(drop)
P r t ≤ Tu
< t + ∆t˛t ≤ Tu
hu (t) = lim
∆t→0
∆t
is called the hazard function [9]; hu is defined on the real
(start)
interval [tu
, ∞[.
The hazard to drop out at time t is modeled as a function
of various statistics si (u; Wt ), i = 1, . . . , k (characterizing
certain aspects of the Wikipedia history at time t around
user u) and parameters θ = (θ1 , . . . , θk ) that encode whether
the respective statistics have a decreasing or increasing effect
(or none) on the hazard to drop out. More precisely, we
model the dropout rate in the following functional form:
!
k
X
hu (t) = hu (Wt ; θ) = exp
θi · si (u; Wt )
(2)
i=1

The estimated parameter values give information about the
causes of dropout: if, for instance, a statistic si (u; Wt ) encodes how much u participates in discussion and if the associated parameter θi is significantly positive (negative), then
participation in discussion is correlated with a higher (lower)
probability to drop out. (Actually, it turns out that discussion is correlated with a higher probability to drop out, see
Sect. 4.)
The general model outlined so far can be applied to test
hypotheses about the interplay between characteristics of
the Wikipedia system and the dropout hazard of Wikipedians. The model is specialized to test concrete hypotheses by
plugging appropriate statistics into Eq. (2). The statistics
that we take in this paper are defined in Sect. 3.4.
Equation (2) formalizes the assumption that the time dependence of the dropout hazard is completely captured in
Wt . In other words, we assume that only endogenous factors
are responsible for triggering dropout and, given the history
of Wikipedia Wt , the hazard is conditionally independent of
time.
While the hazard rate is convenient for parametric modeling, we nevertheless need for parameter inference (Sect. 3.5)
the probability density fu , see Eq. (1), and the survivor
function
“
”
Su (t) = P r t ≤ Tu(drop) ; t ∈ [t(start)
, ∞[
u
(denoting the probability to survive as a Wikipedian beyond
time t). However, specifying the hazard function hu is sufficient since it determines both, the survivor function Su and
the probability density fu by (cf. [9])
„ Z t
«
Su (t) = exp −
hu (x) dx and
(start)

tu

fu (t)

=

„ Z
hu (t) · exp −

t
(start)

«
hu (x) dx .

tu

3.4

Explanatory Variables

In this section we define the concrete statistics that we
take in this paper as the determinants of the dropout hazard,
see Eq. (2). Each statistic corresponds to a hypothetical factor that might increase or decrease the hazard to drop out.

The estimation of the associated parameter (see Sects. 3.5
and 4) reveals whether such a hypothetical dependency can
be empirically validated.
The statistics that we take in this paper are quite simple
from a computational point of view. Other more involved
statistics will be treated in future research (also see Sect. 5).

3.4.1

Editing, Discussing, and Organizing

The first family of statistics is constructed to answer the
question: do users become more robust against dropout
when they accumulate a growing number of contributions?
A positive answer to this question would imply that users
are more likely to drop out at the beginning of their career
than at later stages. A negative answer would imply that
users wear out and their dropout hazard increases with a
growing number of contributions. However, since users can
contribute to Wikipedia in different ways, we distinguish
between three different kinds of contributions: (1) editing
encyclopedic entries, (2) discussing, and (3) performing organizational work in Wikipedia.
To provide some background on this distinction, we recall
that the set of Wikipedia pages is partitioned into various
namespaces representing different types of pages (see the
page Wikipedia:Namespaces). The main namespace comprises the set of encyclopedic articles. In the following, we
denote contributions to the main namespace as editing. Besides the articles pages—whose creation is the main purpose
of Wikipedia—there are pages which are concerned with various kinds of organizational work. These include pages in
the namespaces Wikipedia (Project), Portal, User, File,
MediaWiki, Template, Category, Help, Media, and Special.
In the following, we denote contributions to these namespaces as organizing. Finally, pages of all namespaces except
Media and Special, but including the main namespace, have
associated talk pages providing space for discussion. In the
following, we denote all contributions to the talk pages as
discussing.
Several researchers, including [19, 8], pointed out that discussion and organization work increased more rapidly over
the last years than editing main articles. In this paper we
analyze whether contributions to these three types of pages
have different implications for the dropout hazard.
To define the statistics encoding how much a particular
user u contributed to these three types of pages up to a timepoint t, let Eu,t denote the set of revisions that u performed
on pages of the main namespace on or before time t; let Tu,t
denote u’s revisions to discussion pages on or before t; and
let Ou,t denote u’s revisions to pages in all other namespaces
(listed above) on or before time t. The respective statistics,
to be used in Eq. (2), are defined by
edit(u; Wt ) = log(1 + |Eu,t |)
discuss(u; Wt ) = log(1 + |Tu,t |)
organize(u; Wt ) = log(1 + |Ou,t |) .
The logarithmic scaling of the number of revisions has been
chosen due to the extremely skewed distribution (there are
users who performed more than 100, 000 revisions, while
most of the selected users have a count of only slightly more
then 1, 000).
The interpretation of the associated parameters is as follows. A significantly positive (negative) parameter associated with edit implies that users with a higher number of
revisions to the main namespace have a higher (lower) haz-

ard to drop out. The interpretation for the parameters associated with discuss and organize is analogous.

3.4.2

Feedback

Another likely determinant of the dropout probability is
the feedback that a user receives from others. Positive feedback is likely to have a motivating effect and, thus, might
reduce the dropout hazard. On the other hand, negative
feedback is likely to be frustrating and might increase the
dropout hazard. Feedback can be provided to a user via her
user talk page (see the page Wikipedia:User talk page).
Since we want to rely in this paper only on automatic (and
simple) methods, we do not evaluate whether feedback is
positive or negative but only count the number of revisions
made to the talk page of a particular user. Additionally we
count how many contributions to the talk page of user u are
made by u herself; thereby we can distinguish between users
who reply to feedback given to them and users who do not
(or less) reply.
(u)
More precisely, let Tt denote the set of revisions to the
user talk page of user u that are performed by any user on or
(u)
before time t. Similarly, let Tu,t denote the revisions made
by u to her own user talk page on or before t. The respective
statistics, to be used in Eq. (2), are defined by
(u)

getFeedback(u; Wt )

=

log(1 + |Tt

replyFeedback(u; Wt )

=

log(1 + |Tu,t |) .

|)

(u)

A significantly positive (negative) parameter associated with
getFeedback implies that users with a higher number of
revisions made to their user talk page have a higher (lower)
hazard to drop out.

3.4.3

Controversy

Another reason for dropping out might be that Wikipedians are frustrated from ongoing controversies or edit wars
with other users. To analyze this we look at how much a
certain user edits controversial pages, i. e., pages mentioned
on Wikipedia:List of controversial issues. Similar as
above, let Cu,t denote the set of revisions that a user u made
to any controversial page on or before time t and define the
respective statistic by
editControversial(u; Wt )

=

log(1 + |Cu,t |) .

A significantly positive (negative) parameter associated with
editControversial implies that users with a higher number of revisions made to controversial articles have a higher
(lower) hazard to drop out.

3.5

Parameter Inference from Observations

This section provides details about how the parameters
θi in Eq. (2) are computed from a set of observed dropout
users and survivors. Readers not interested in this may directly continue with Sect. 4 (note that the parameters can be
interpreted without knowledge of the estimation algorithm).
Let U = {u1 , . . . , un } denote the selected users, where
for an n0 the set D = {u1 , . . . , un0 } ⊆ U contains exactly
the dropouts. Any observation of a u ∈ U \ D (i. e., each
survivor) gives us the information that u survived beyond
time t(end) . Since all selected users have at least thousand
(1000)
edits, the probability for surviving up to tu
is equal to

one. Thus, the probability for observing u ∈ U \ D is
“
”
˛
P r t(end) ≤ Tu(drop) ˛t(1000)
≤ Tu(drop) ; W ; θ
u
=

si (u; Wt ) are constant for each day and the integrals reduce
to a manageable number of summands.
Thus, from now on we assume that time is given by integer
Pt2 numbers denoting a counter for days. In particular,
x=t1 hu (x; θ) denotes the sum over hu (x; θ), where the day
counter x goes from t1 to t2 .

Su (t(end) ; W ; θ)
(1000)

Su (tu
; W ; θ)
”
“ R (end)
t
exp − t(start) hu (Wx ; θ) dx
u
«
„
=
R t(1000)
u
hu (Wx ; θ) dx
exp − (start)
tu
!
Z (end)

Estimation algorithm. The maximum likelihood estimates
of the parameters are computed by the established NewtonRaphson algorithm. First, we note that parameters θ̂ maximize L if and only if θ̂ maximize log L; however, log L has
a simpler functional form. It is

t

= exp −

(1000)
tu

hu (Wx ; θ) dx

= surviveu (W, θ)
For each u ∈ D (i. e., for each dropout instance) we know
(drop)
that u dropped out at tu
. As above, we have to correct
for the fact that we selected only users with at least thousand
edits. Thus, the probability density for observing u ∈ D is
˛ (1000)
˛tu
fu (t(drop)
≤ Tu(drop) ; W ; θ)
u
=

log L(θ) =
!
n0
X
log dropoutui (W, θ)
i=1

+

; W ; θ)

n0
X

(1000)

; W ; θ)

i=1

Su (tu

= hu (Wt(drop) ; θ) ·
u

(drop)

; W ; θ)

(1000)

; W ; θ)

Su (tu

Su (tu

Z
= hu (Wt(drop) ; θ) · exp −
u

(drop)

tu

(1000)

+
!

=

Z
log hui (Wt(drop) ; θ) −
Z
−

tui

t(end)

!
hui (Wx ; θ) dx

(1000)

!
hui (Wx ; θ) dx

(1000)

ui

n
X

(drop)

tui

,

tui

i=n0 +1

hu (x; Wx ; θ) dx

tu

= dropoutu (W, θ)
The joint probability density to observe the complete set
of selected users U is
!
!
n0
n
Y
Y
f (U, θ) =
dropoutui (W, θ) ·
surviveui (W, θ)
i=1

log surviveui (W, θ)

i=n0 +1

(drop)

fu (tu

!

n
X

i=n0 +1

(Here we assumed that dropouts are conditionally independent, given the history of Wikipedia W , i. e., we assume that
W captures all the necessary information that determines
dropout. For instance, an agreement between two users of
the kind “I drop out, if you drop out” would violate this independence assumption; nevertheless, if two users drop out
due to the same endogenous factor these dropout events are
conditionally independent, although not independent.)
For a fixed observation U , we obtain a likelihood function
L on the space of parameters Θ = Rk by
L : Θ → R; θ 7→ f (U, θ)
and we estimate those parameters θ̂ = argmax L that maximize L (maximum likelihood principle, cf. [21]).

Computational simplification. We note that the state of
Wikipedia Wt changes only when an edit is performed, i. e.,
only at finitely many time points (albeit a lot). Hence, if
the statistics si (u; Wt ) have no explicit time-dependency,
they are piecewise constant functions and the integrals in
the equations above are equal to weighted sums (where the
weights correspond to the lengths of the time intervals during which the state of Wikipedia remains unchanged). For
practical and computational reasons we will simplify this
further and approximate the state of Wikipedia in the sense
that we let Wt change only once a day. Thus, the statistics

“P
”
k
where hui (Wx ; θ) = exp
j=1 θj · sj (ui ; Wx ) . With the
convention that we make changes to Wt only once a day
(see above) we obtain
log L(θ) =
n0
k
X
X

θj · sj (ui ; Wt(drop) )
ui

i=1 j=1

−

(drop)

tui

n0
X
i=1

X

t(end)
X

i=n0 +1

!
θj · sj (ui ; Wx )

j=1

(1000)
x=tui

n
X

−

exp

k
X

exp

k
X

!
θj · sj (ui ; Wx )

j=1

(1000)

x=tui

The first order partial derivative with respect to ` = 1, . . . , k
is
∂
log L(θ) =
∂θ`
n0
X
s` (ui ; Wt(drop) )
ui

i=1

−

n0
X
i=1

−

(drop)
tui

X

s` (ui ; Wx ) · hui (Wx ; θ)

(1000)

x=tui

n
X

t(end)
X

i=n0 +1

(1000)
x=tui

s` (ui ; Wx ) · hui (Wx ; θ)

The second order partial derivative with respect to `, `0 =
1, . . . , k is
∂2
log L(θ) =
∂θ`0 ∂θ`
−

n0
X
i=1

−

(drop)

tui

X

s` (ui ; Wx ) · s`0 (ui ; Wx ) · hui (Wx ; θ)

(1000)

x=tui

n
X
i=n0 +1

t(end)
X

s` (ui ; Wx ) · s`0 (ui ; Wx ) · hui (Wx ; θ)

(1000)

x=tui

Let
„
∇ log L(θ) =

«
∂
log L(θ)
∂θ`
`=1,...,k

denote the vector of first order derivatives and let
–
»
∂2
log L(θ)
H(θ) =
∂θ`0 ∂θ`
`,`0 =1,...,k
denote the matrix of second order derivatives. Start with initial parameter values θ(0) and update for i = 0, . . . , max-iter
by setting
“
”−1
· ∇ log L(θ(i) ) ,
θ(i+1) = θ(i) − H(θ(i) )
until ∇ log L(θ(i) ) is sufficiently close to zero. This θ(i) is
then a good approximation for the maximum likelihood estimate θ̂.

4.

Table 1: Estimated parameters, standard errors (in
brackets), and t-ratios. Parameters are significantly
different from zero at the 5%-level if the t-ratio is
at least 1.96. Significantly positive (negative) parameters indicate a higher (lower) hazard to drop
out.
statistic
parameter (s.e.) t-ratio
edit
-0.410 (0.061)
6.78
discuss
0.137 (0.068)
2.01
organize
0.220 (0.060)
3.69
getFeedback
0.365 (0.078)
4.66
replyFeedback
-0.140 (0.057)
2.44
editControversial
0.177 (0.036)
4.98
constant
-10.604 (0.405)
26.18

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We estimated the model outlined in Sect. 3.3 with the six
explanatory statistics (editing, discussing, organizing, getting feedback, replying to feedback, and editing controversial articles, defined in Sect. 3.4) plus an additional constant
parameter. The main information resulting from this analysis is whether the associated parameters are significantly
positive (revealing a tendency for increased dropout hazard)
or significantly negative (revealing a tendency for decreased
dropout hazard). The constant just normalizes the model
to the empirical time scale in which one unit corresponds
to the expected time-to-dropout of a (hypothetical) user for
which the effects of all other statistics add up to zero. The
value of this constant does not provide much information; if
we had started with another time unit (the time unit of our
model is one day) we would have obtained another value as
constant.
The estimated parameter values and estimated standard
errors are reported in Table 1. The parameters are significantly different from zero at the 5%-level, if the resulting
t-ratio (the absolute value of the parameter divided by the
standard error) is at least 1.96, cf. [21]. All six parameters
turned out to be significant at this level. The interpretation
of the results is below.
The parameter associated with edit is negative, indicating that the dropout hazard of a user decreases with a growing number of edits to the main namespace (i. e., the set of
encyclopedic articles). Thus, users are more likely to drop
out early in their career and gain robustness against leaving Wikipedia while they perform more and more edits to
article pages.

This is different for participation in discussion: the parameter associated with discuss is positive, indicating that
users become more likely to drop out when they participated more in discussion pages. This dependency—which
lead us, together with the result for the edit parameter, to
the choice of our title—is not necessarily a causal relationship. It might be the case that users accumulate frustration
due to some other unknown reason which, at the same time,
has an increasing effect on the frequency of contributions to
discussion. To get into the vicinity of causality it will be
analyzed in future research whether different forms of discussion (e. g., un-replied threads vs. replied threads, or discussion patterns that resemble a flame war, see [17]) have
different effects on the dropout hazard. Thereby we would
gain insight into how Wikipedians should discuss such that
reasons to drop out are attenuated. The participation on
pages concerned with the organization of Wikipedia also has
an increasing effect on the dropout hazard (positive value of
the organize parameter).
Turning to the effects of feedback on user talk pages, we
observe that if user u gets revisions on her own user talk
page, then the dropout hazard of u increases (positive value
of the getFeedback parameter); this effect is attenuated,
if u herself participates to the discussion on her user talk
page (negative value of the replyFeedback parameter). A
possible explanation for the getFeedback parameter is that
users might become involved into disputes which could result
into the two effects that (1) they get complaints from other
users on their user talk page and (2) they become more likely
to drop out due to frustration. The negative value of the
replyFeedback parameter indicates that users who respond
to comments on their user talk page have a lower dropout
hazard than users who do not respond—potentially being
explained that the latter ones do not care anymore since they
are already pondering about stop participating. Similar to
the discuss statistics, it seems to be an important topic
for future research to distinguish between positive feedback
and negative feedback or, more generally, to find out how
conversation on user talk pages should look like such that
users are retained in Wikipedia.
The positive value of the editControversial parameter
indicates that users editing controversial pages have a higher
dropout hazard. This relationship seem to be very plausible since editing controversial pages involves confrontation
with vandalism or edit wars, which might be a frustrating
experience.

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a statistical framework to assess hypothetical causes for dropout from Wikipedia. The model defined
in this paper is generally applicable to all kinds of data
that may explain dropout in Wikipedia or other Web 2.0
applications—independent on whether the explanatory data
stems from log files, questionary-based surveys, or other
sources. The general model can be specialized to test specific
hypotheses by plugging appropriate statistics into Eq. (2).
The explanatory variables defined in Sect. 3.4 and used in
Sect. 4 reflect a particular choice of hypothetical factors for
dropout that will be extended in future research.
The most intriguing empirical result obtained in this paper is that participation in discussion seems to cause dropout
rather than preventing it. Although several researchers have
reported an increase in discussion in Wikipedia (e. g., [19,
8]), we are not aware of any previous quantitative work analyzing the effects of discussion. However, it is obvious that
the results obtained in this paper are still very coarse, since
only the number of contributions to talk pages has been
counted and we did not distinguish between different forms
of conversation. It is a promising topic for future research
to relate various discussion patterns (see, e. g., [17]) to the
dropout hazard, thereby revealing how frustrating discussion and how motivating discussion looks like. Furthermore,
as we outlined in Sect. 3.2.1, our analysis is based on a specific selection of dropouts via the page of missing Wikipedians; it will be analyzed in future work whether alternative
selection strategies lead to different and potentially more
reliable results.
Another promising avenue for future research is to focus
more on the effects of collaboration structure on the dropout
hazard. We defined in [2] the edit network of Wikipedia
pages encoding how users contribute to the page and how
they interact with each other. It is very likely that certain patterns of users in these edit networks (e. g., getting
deleted, getting restored, being a provider of novel content)
or patterns of the global collaboration structure (e. g., bipolarity) influence the dropout hazard. If this can be validated
we would identify collaboration patterns that are rewarding
and motivating for Wikipedians and patterns that frequently
lead to dropout and therefore to the loss of human capital.
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